CONTINUOUS RAIN GUTTER SYSTEMS

THE GUTTER SYSTEM WITH TEFLON® SURFACE PROTECTOR!
THE LAST GUTTER YOU’LL EVER NEED. GUARANTEED.

The quality of a continuous gutter system by Custom-Bilt Metals is more than surface deep. We know that a gutter does more than just move water. It protects your most precious investment: your home. Proper drainage prevents damage to your walls and foundation and can help prevent mold.

Continuous rain gutters offer the most efficient way to channel and drain rainwater. Seamless metal gutters catch all roof runoff and carry water to downspouts without leaking or dripping. Unlike pieced gutters, there are no unsightly seams to catch debris. And Custom-Bilt Metals offers a wide variety of gutter profiles and colors in a choice of either aluminum or steel. We also offer copper systems for a traditional, elegant look.

GETTING STARTED

Each continuous gutter system from Custom-Bilt Metals is custom-made right at your home to the exact specifications of your house. Your contractor measures, manufactures and installs each piece of the gutter system on-site. The gutter, end caps, miters, and screws are all color matched to give your system a completely finished appearance. While most jobs can be completed in a single day, the gutters are covered for a lifetime.*

NOW WITH TEFLOWN® SURFACE PROTECTOR

Our continuous gutter systems are now finished with Dura Coat XT-10. This paint contains TEFLOWN® surface protector, an industry-leading improvement that ensures our gutters will look better, stay cleaner, and last longer than any other painted gutter.

Tests have shown that Dura Coat XT-10 with TEFLOWN® surface protector protects your gutters and home better than standard paint. Here’s why:

- It’s harder and stronger, so it lasts longer and resists scratching.
- The slippery surface repels dirt, which makes gutter cleaning as simple as aiming a hose. Gutters also resist “tiger striping,” the dirty vertical streaks common to gutters.
- The surface resists fading, salt and pollution.
- Dura Coat XT-10 with TEFLOWN® surface protector performs better in hot climates where other paints fail. Even the inside of the gutter is coated with TEFLOWN® surface protector to keep the interior cleaner and improve water flow.

To learn more about our continuous gutter systems and the superior protection offered by TEFLOWN® surface protector, visit www.CustomBiltMetals.com.

Make sure you’re getting genuine parts with TEFLOWN® surface protector by requesting your lifetime warranty certificate. Call 1.800.826.7813 or email us at info@custombiltmetals.com.

* Lifetime warranty includes one ownership transfer.
TEFLOWN® is a registered trademark of the E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, used under license by Custom-Bilt Metals, Incorporated. Only DuPont makes TEFLOWN®.